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Abstract 

The ability to categorize emotions has long-term implications for children’s social and emotional 

development. Therefore, identifying factors that influence early emotion categorization is of 

great importance. Yet, whether and how language impacts emotion category development is still 

widely debated. The aim of the present study was to assess how labels influence young 

children’s ability to group faces into emotion categories for both earliest-learned and later-

learned emotion categories. Across two studies, 128 2- and 3-year-olds (77 female; Mean 

age=3.04 years; 35.9% White, 12.5% Multiple ethnicities or races, 6.3% Asian, 3.1% Black, and 

42.2% not reported) were presented with three emotion categories (Study 1=happy, sad, angry; 

Study 2=surprised, disgusted, afraid). Children sorted 30 images of adults posing stereotypical 

expressions into one of the three categories. Children were randomly assigned to either hear 

the emotion labels prior to sorting (e.g., “happy faces go here”) or were not given labels (e.g., 

“faces like this go here”). Results revealed a significant effect of condition for Study 2, such that 

labels led to improved emotion categorization for later-learned categories (F(1,60)=8.15, 

p=.006, 𝜂!"=0.024). However, there was no significant effect of condition for the earliest-learned 

emotion categories in Study 1 (F(1,60)=0.94, p=.337, 𝜂!"=0.013). Taken together, these results 

suggest that labels are important for emotion categorization, but the impact of labels may 

depend on children’s familiarity with the emotion category. 

Keywords: Emotion, Categorization, Early Childhood, Development, Language 
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Sorting out emotions: How labels influence emotion categorization 

Learning emotion categories is a critical aspect of social-cognitive development (e.g., 

Izard et al., 2001; Voltmer & Von Salisch, 2017). Emotion categories broadly refer to groups of 

emotional cues (e.g., facial configuration, body posture, tone of voice) which indicate how 

someone may be feeling. Because emotional cues exist on a continuum (e.g., slight smirk to 

broad smile) and no cue maps to an emotion 100% of the time (e.g., people may or may not 

scowl when angry; Barrett et al., 2019), children must learn where to draw boundaries between 

emotion categories to make inferences about someone else’s emotional state. Understanding 

emotions allows insight into others’ goals and behaviors (Reschke, et al., 2017), inference of 

others’ feelings and prediction of others’ likely behaviors (e.g., Wu et al., s2017; Olson, et al., 

1988). Thus, understanding how children learn emotion categories is important. Recent 

theoretical work suggests that emotion categories may be constructed with the help of emotion 

words (Barrett, 2017; Hoemann, et al., 2019; Lindquist, et al., 2015), as words have been shown 

to help children learn about other social categories (Rhodes, et al., 2018). However, the specific 

role of emotion words in learning emotion categories deserves greater attention. To address 

this, we examined whether the presence of emotion words would affect emotion categorization 

in a sorting task.  

 Emotion categories are complex. This is because emotions are both socially based and 

abstract. That is, emotions are dynamic (Hoemann, et al., 2017), and involve multiple 

components (e.g., facial movements, tone of voice, contextual information, body posture, 

knowledge of how this person tends to react) which are continually changing across time. 

Additionally, emotional information is highly variable (Barrett, et al., 2019), such that the same 

emotion appears in visually distinct ways (e.g., “fear” might present differently while running 

from a dog or freezing from stage fright). Moreover, the same expression can be indicative of 

different emotions depending on the context (e.g., scowling in anger versus concentration). 
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Integrating all of this information to form emotion categories represents a significant challenge 

for children (Hoemann, et al., 2019).  

Despite the complexity, children begin learning about emotion categories from young 

ages. Starting as young as the first year of life, infants discriminate certain emotion cues such 

as facial configurations (Schwartz et al., 1985) and tones of voice (Walker-Andrews & Grolnick, 

1983) and emotion category formation begins to emerge based on these cues (for a review see 

Ruba & Repacholi, 2019). At age 14- to 18-months, when infants typically are not producing 

much general language or emotion language, research has shown that novel labels help infants 

to form superordinate emotion categories (Ruba et al., 2020b). This may be because even 

before infants are verbal and can produce emotion words themselves, receptive language may 

be helpful for identifying similarities across emotion categories (Shablack et al., 2020). By 18 

months of age, children begin to produce some emotion words themselves such as “happy” 

(Ridgeway, et al., 1985), although other emotion words such as “disgusted” do not emerge in 

children’s speech until closer to 4.5 years of age. Children continue to learn new emotion words 

over the next several years, with emotion vocabulary rapidly increasing and becoming more 

adult-like from age 4 to 11 (Baron-Cohen et al., 2010; Grosse et al., 2021). Additionally, 

children’s ability to talk about emotions abstractly develops even more gradually, plateauing 

around age 18 (Nook et al., 2020). Thus, the ability to use emotion labels, and talk about 

emotion categories is complex and continues to develop across infancy, childhood, and 

adolescence.  

Further research has shown that children tend to follow a common developmental 

progression in their understanding of emotion categories, with earliest learning of the categories 

“happy”, “angry”, and “sad” compared to later-learned categories such as “scared”, “surprised”, 

and “disgusted” (Widen & Russell, 2003). Children’s understanding of emotion categories 

develops rapidly through at least 5 years of age, with emotion categories beginning broad and 

gradually narrowing with development (Widen & Russell, 2008a). By 2 years of age, children 
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begin to map emotion labels to specific facial expressions in standardized tasks (e.g., the 

Affective Knowledge Test; Denham, 1986). Although emotions are inherently complex, children 

begin to learn them early on, so it is important to understand what factors may facilitate this 

learning. In particular, we examine the role of emotion words in children’s emotion 

categorization. Because language may have a differential impact depending on when in 

development these emotion categories are typically learned, we examine this potential impact of 

language for earliest- vs later-learned emotion categories. 

There are a number of reasons to expect that emotion words may help children to 

categorize emotions. First, research has shown that labels help children form a wide variety of 

categories (e.g., Fulkerson & Haaf, 2003; Gentner, et al., 2011; Johanson & Papafragou, 2016; 

Russell & Widen, 2002). Further, labels aid in categorization even when category members do 

not share much perceptual similarity (Gentner & Namy, 1999; Johanson & Papafragou, 2016). 

One explanation for why labels aid in categorization is that labels link category instances 

together, which facilitates abstraction of the category structure (Erickson, et al., 2014; Gliozzi, et 

al., 2009; Plunkett, et al., 2008). Labels may do this in two ways: 1) Linking category members 

together by directing children’s focus to the commonalities between examples (Althaus & 

Plunkett, 2016), and 2) Making distinctions between categories more concrete (Lupyan, et al., 

2007). The benefit of labels for category learning has been particularly demonstrated for 

relational categories, which are complex and abstract (Loewenstein & Gentner, 2005). Because 

emotions are also abstract and complex, labels may provide a similar advantage for learning 

emotion categories. Some research done with novel emotion categories has shown that children 

will use a process of elimination to identify new emotion categories when given an unfamiliar 

label (Nelson & Russell, 2016a, 2016b; Nelson et al., 2018). This notion is also supported by 

evidence showing that labels help adults to perceive categories of chimpanzee facial 

expressions (Fugate et al., 2010). Additionally, research with 6- to 25-year-olds has 

demonstrated that the relation between age and a more mature conceptualization of emotions 
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was mediated only by verbal ability (Nook et al., 2017). Thus, labels may also aid in emotion 

category learning.  

In line with this perspective, some theoretical work has suggested that labels help 

children to develop emotion categories (e.g., Lindquist & Gendron, 2013). The Theory of 

Constructed Emotion (Barrett, 2017), for example, states that emotions are built from learning 

and experience, and that labels help to construct the categories of emotion in much the same 

way they do for other abstract concepts. Even in adults, hearing emotion labels while viewing 

emotional faces can impact the perception of that emotion, such that hearing “furious” versus 

“grumpy” changes the level of arousal from the image (Barker et al., 2020). It seems likely that 

emotion labels may affect children’s development of emotional categories, because children 

who learn emotion labels early on can categorize based on a label alone. For example, one 

study found that children were better able to sort based on emotion labels than emotional facial 

expressions (Russell & Widen, 2002). 

However, other theoretical perspectives do not suggest a role for language in emotion 

understanding development. For example, Basic Emotions Theory suggests a strong 

evolutionary and biological basis for emotion understanding (Ekman, 1992). Basic Emotions 

Theory holds that language is a communication device for labeling emotions but is not crucial 

for developing an understanding of these emotions (Ekman & Cordaro, 2011). Yet, much 

remains unknown about which of these theoretical perspectives best explains the role of 

language in emotion categorization development. In line with the Theory of Constructed 

Emotion account, it has previously been argued that “...emotion words hold the key to 

understanding how children learn emotion concepts in the absence of biological fingerprints and 

in the presence of tremendous variation” (Barrett, 2017, p. 102). Barrett (2017) further states 

“So far, my hypothesis about emotion words is only reasoned speculation because the science 

of emotion is missing a systematic exploration of this question” (p. 102). Thus, additional 

research examining emotion sorting at an age in which children are rapidly developing the ability 
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to categorize emotions is crucial, as it may provide insight into the role of language in early 

emotional development, as well as clarify which theoretical perspective may most accurately 

explain early emotional development. 

The Present Study 

To examine whether emotion labels help children categorize emotional expressions we 

presented 2- and 3-year-old children with a sorting task. Children identified which category 

(depicted by an emoji) a real person’s face belonged to. Emojis were selected because they 

present schematic versions of faces, allowing for a more abstract matching task and preventing 

children from matching content based on specific features of real faces. Previous research has 

used emojis in categorization paradigms with adults (Ruba, et al., 2018), and developmental 

studies have found that schematic, cartoon stimuli are easier for infants to associate with novel 

labels than real faces (Ruba, et al., 2020a). Thus, tasking children with sorting emotional faces 

into emoji categories with or without labels (but all other perceptual information the same) allows 

us to examine how the presence of labels may or may not influence the way that children 

categorize emotional content. Study 1 asked children to sort happy, sad, and angry faces. Study 

2 asked children to sort surprised, disgusted, and afraid faces. These six emotion categories 

were selected because they are the first six emotion categories typically learned by children; 

happy, sad, and angry are typically learned earliest in development, followed by disgusted, 

surprised, and afraid (Widen & Russell, 2003). During the task, children were asked to sort 

faces into categories while hearing either emotion labels or no labels. Evidence in support of 

Basic Emotions Theory would be found if labels did not influence sorting performance, as this 

theory suggests that language should not influence sorting and understanding of these basic, 

evolutionarily important emotion categories. In contrast, if hearing emotion labels benefits 

emotion categorization, this would align more with a Theory of Constructed Emotion perspective 

(Barrett, 2017).  

Study 1 
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 To determine whether emotion labels affect categorizing the earliest-learned emotions, 

we examined whether presenting labels influenced sorting happy, sad, and angry faces. Parents 

report that children typically understand these words around 18-29 months (Ridgeway, et al., 

1985), indicating that these words were likely familiar to our participants. We hypothesized that 

the 2-year-olds would benefit more from hearing emotion labels than the 3-year-olds because 

the 2-year-olds are still learning these categories whereas the 3-year-olds may already know 

the emotion words and categories and therefore may perform well regardless of the presence of 

emotion labels.  

Method 

Participants 

 Sixty-four 2- and 3-year-old children (32 2-year-olds; 34 female) participated in this study 

(11 White, 3 Multiple ethnicities or races, 1 Asian, 1 Black, 48 did not report). Racial information 

was collected only for online participants, and no SES data was collected. This sample size was 

selected in order to be equal to or slightly higher than sample sizes from previous studies using 

similar methodologies (Nelson & Russell, 2016a; Nelson et al., 2018), and was included in our 

pre-registration, which is described below. We further conducted a sensitivity analysis (Perugini 

et al., 2018) in G*Power 3.1 (Faul et al., 2009), and this confirmed that our sample size was 

large enough to detect a medium-large interaction effect (f=0.36) assuming an alpha level of .05 

and power of 0.8. As some data were collected in local preschools, parents were not asked to 

provide SES information. An additional 16 children (all 2-year-olds) were excluded from the final 

dataset due failure to pass the familiarization trials (N=14) (as described below) or to an inability 

to sit through all 30 trials (N=2). Children were recruited through preschools, a birth records 

database, and an online recruitment site (childrenhelpingscience.com). The average participant 

age for the 2-year-olds was 2.60 years (SD=0.28) and for the 3-year-olds was 3.55 years 

(SD=0.28). Children received a book or $5 Amazon gift card for their participation for studies 

completed in person or online, respectively. This study was approved by the university ethics 
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committee (IRB approval #10-001578), and all parents provided written or verbal informed 

consent.  

Data collection began in-person in a university lab space and at local preschools within 

[Removed for blinded review] county. However, with the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, data 

collection converted to an online format for the remaining participants all located in the United 

States. Across both formats, data were collected between August 2019 and October 2020. 47 

children participated in the study in-person, and the remaining 17 children participated online. 

Comparisons between in person and online participants are examined and discussed in the 

results section. 

Stimuli 

 Thirty images from the NimStim facial expression database (10 happy, 10 angry, and 10 

sad) were used (Tottenham et al., 2009). These pictures were designed to provide stereotypical 

examples of emotion categories as agreed upon by adults. We selected a subsample of the 

pictures in the NimStim database (5 men and 5 women images for each emotion) and which all 

included open-mouthed expressions to control for the salience of this feature. The same 

individual from the NimStim database did not repeat, so the 30 faces represented 30 unique 

individuals. The selected photos had a high average identification rating in the original validation 

study (happy = 99.1%, angry = 97.9%, sad = 83.1%), all substantially above what would be 

expected by chance. All children saw the same 30 validated facial expressions.  

In-Person Procedure 

 Familiarization. Children first participated in a familiarization game to make sure they 

understood the rules of the game. To begin, three buckets were placed in a row in front of the 

child. Each bucket had an image of an emoji animal on it (i.e., dog, cat, and horse). The children 

were told they were going to play a sorting game. The experimenter pointed to each of the emoji 

animals in turn and said “(Horse, Cat, Dog) pictures go in this bucket.” Then the participant was 

handed a realistic image of one of the animals and asked, “So where does this one go?” 
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Children were given two chances for each and had to correctly sort all three images to move on 

to the next part of the study. This ensured that children knew how to sort for the game, and also 

recognized that the emoji images were representations of real-life images.  

 Emotion Sorting. Each bucket had a picture of a 1.25 inch x 1.25 inch emoji depicting 

an emotional expression (i.e., happiness, sadness, and anger). The emojis were similar on all 

dimensions aside from emotional expression and could not be differentiated by race (i.e., they 

were yellow), gender (i.e., emojis were ambiguous), eye color (i.e., black), or size (i.e., 

equivalent). In this way, the only feature that differed among the emoji’s and therefore could be 

relevant for sorting the pictures of real human faces was their emotional expression. Children 

were randomly assigned to one of two conditions (Label or No Label). In the Label condition, the 

experimenter pointed to each of the emoji faces in turn and said “<Emotion Word> faces go in 

this bucket.” The emotion words used were “happy”, “sad”, and “angry”. In the No Label 

condition, the experimenter instead said, “These kinds of faces go in this bucket.” Then the 

participant was handed one of the 3 inch by 3 inch NimStim images and asked, “So where does 

this one go?” Children were not given any feedback except a neutral phrasing, e.g., “thanks!” 

After every 3 images, the experimenter repeated the sorting rules in both conditions. Children 

sorted 30 faces in total. 

 Post Test. After sorting all 30 images, children were asked to verbally identify the 

emotions in the 3 emojis. The experimenter pointed to each emoji and asked, “How does he/she 

feel?” making sure to match the gender to the participant. Children were given no feedback 

except a neutral phrasing as before, e.g., “ok!” 

Online Procedure 

 Sessions were conducted over zoom. Instead of three buckets, the emojis were 

displayed in three areas of the screen (i.e., top-center, bottom-left, and bottom-right). The 

relative size of emojis to realistic images of faces was preserved across the in-person and 
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online testing formats (although the actual size each child saw in the online procedure 

depended on their screen size).  

Familiarization. Children first were asked to point to each of the three animal emojis, 

and were prompted with a phrase “Can you point to the (cat, dog, horse)?” Then children were 

told “When you see a picture of a (cat, dog, horse) in the middle, I want you to point to the (cat, 

dog, horse) emoji on the outside. Ok?” Then one at a time the realistic images of the cat, dog, 

and horse were presented in the middle of the screen and the experimenter said: “Can you point 

to where this one goes?” Children were provided two chances for each animal and had to point 

to all three correct emojis before moving on to the emotion sorting phase of the study. 

Emotion Sorting. The three animal emojis were then replaced by three face emojis that 

depicted an emotional expression: happy, sad, and angry. In the Label condition, the 

experimenter used the computer mouse to point to each of the emoji faces in turn and said 

“<Emotion Word> faces go here.” The emotion words used were: “happy”, “sad”, and “angry”. In 

the No Label condition, the experimenter instead said, “These kinds of faces go here,” for each 

emoji. In both conditions a NimStim image appeared in the middle of the screen and the 

participant was asked “Can you point to where this one goes?” Children were not given any 

feedback except a neutral phrasing, e.g., “thanks!” After every 3 images, the experimenter 

repeated the sorting rules.  

Post Test. After sorting all 30 images, children were asked to identify the emotions in 

the 3 emojis. One of the emojis was displayed in the center of the screen at a time and the 

experimenter asked, “How does he/she feel?” making sure to match the gender to the 

participant. Children were given no feedback except a neutral phrasing as before, e.g., “ok!” 

Transparency and Openness 

The design, sample size, and analyses for the studies in this article were all pre-

registered through the Open Science Framework 

(https://osf.io/8zxtp/?view_only=2858ccad34964c7eb7fafc95c870f8c3). Materials for these 
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studies are available from the NimStim database (stimuli: Tottenham et al., 2009) or by emailing 

the corresponding author (all other materials). All data and code are also available by emailing 

the corresponding author.  

Results 

Testing Format (In-Person vs Online) 

 We began by examining whether children’s performance changed across the two testing 

formats (in-person versus online), as the data collection method changed partway through the 

study due to COVID-19 disruptions. To assess this, we specifically analyzed the 2-year-olds 

responses, as approximately half of this age group participated in person (N=15) and half online 

(N=17). Further, within each data collection method, 8 of the participants were in the label 

condition, and the remainder were within the no label condition (in person N=7; online N=9). 

There were no significant differences in emotion sorting between the in person and online 

testing groups (t(30)=0.45, p=.659, d=0.16). Based on these results we concluded that sorting 

did not significantly differ based on the testing format. Thus, subsequent analyses were 

conducted collapsing across testing format.  

Descriptive Statistics 

 We first asked whether children sorted at levels above chance. There were 30 trials and 

each trial presented children with 3 categories (chance = 33.33%). Thus, we expected that by 

chance children would make 10 correct responses. Results revealed that on average (across all 

ages and conditions) children made 21.70 correct responses (SD=7.14) which was significantly 

above chance (t(63)=13.12, p<.001, d=1.64), indicating that overall children performed well in 

this study.  

Language and Emotion Sorting 

 We next proceeded to our primary question of interest - did the presence of labels affect 

sorting? To answer this question, we conducted a 2 (age) x 2 (condition) between subjects 

ANOVA. Figure 1a shows children’s mean number of correct choices in the emotion sorting 
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task. There was a significant main effect of age such that the 3-year-olds (M=25.13, SD=4.52) 

had a significantly higher number of correct sorting responses than 2-year-olds (M=18.28, 

SD=7.67), (F(1,60)=18.74, p<.001, 𝜂!"=0.093). However, there was no significant main effect of 

condition such that sorting did not differ between the label (M=22.47, SD=6.73) and no label 

conditions (M=20.94, SD=7.54), (F(1,60)=0.94, p=.337, 𝜂!"=0.013), and there was no significant 

interaction between age and label condition (F(1,60)=0.54, p=.535, 𝜂!"=0.002). Children’s errors 

can help inform how they are constructing their categories. As such, confusion matrices 

depicting children’s incorrect choices by age and condition can be found in the supplementary 

materials. Although we do not conduct analyses on these confusion matrices as they were 

reported post-hoc, it may be interesting to note potential differences in children’s pattern of 

responding across label and no-label conditions, particularly for the 2-year-olds.  

Bayesian Analysis 

 To complement our analyses above, we performed follow-up Bayesian analyses 

investigating the effect of child age, condition, and their interaction on child sorting using JASP 

(JASP Team, 2020). Bayesian analyses can be informative in conjunction with standard null 

hypothesis testing, as these analyses allow for a comparison of the relative evidence for the null 

and alternative hypothesis (Lakens et al., 2020), and the strength of evidence in either direction. 

Results revealed extreme evidence for the effect of age on sorting (BF10=297.06). Further, 

results revealed anecdotal evidence for the null hypothesis for the effect of condition (BF10= 

0.35) and for the age by condition interaction (BF10= 0.48), suggesting that the null results 

reported above should be interpreted with caution (Jeffreys, 1961). 

Post Test Trials 

Lastly, we examined children’s performance on the post-test trials. Figure 1b shows 

children’s mean number of correct responses in this free labeling task. Children’s verbal 

responses for how each emoji was feeling were coded as correct or incorrect, and the number 
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of correct responses across the three emotions was summed. Synonyms were coded as correct 

(e.g., both “angry” and “mad” were correct responses for the angry emoji), but more general 

affective information was coded as incorrect (e.g., “bad” or “not good”). We compared post-test 

performance across the two conditions to determine whether the labels presented during the 

task impacted children’s ability to provide the appropriate labels at post-test. Two children 

refused to provide verbal responses at post-test (one child in each condition), and they were 

excluded from post-test analyses. Results from the remaining 62 participants revealed that there 

was no significant difference in post-test performance (t(60)=1.10, p=.277), with comparable 

performance in the Neutral (M=2.55, SD=0.62) and Label (M=2.71, SD=0.53) conditions. Thus, 

children in general were relatively successful at labeling the happy, sad, and angry emojis at 

post-test, regardless of whether or not they heard these labels throughout the task.  

Study 2 

Study 2 asked whether labels would affect emotion categorization if children were tasked 

with sorting later-learned emotion categories which children are less likely to produce labels for 

(Widen & Russell, 2003). Thus, in Study 2, we examined whether emotion labels influence 

young children’s ability to categorize the emotion categories of disgust, surprise, and fear. 

Parents report that their children typically understand these words between 24-59 months 

(Ridgeway, et al., 1985), indicating that they may be less familiar to our participants. Further, 

prior research has shown that these “later-emerging emotion categories” narrow with child age 

(Widen & Russell, 2008b), as children begin with broad representations of these categories that 

they gradually narrow down to adult-like categories, and this category narrowing typically occurs 

later than for anger, happiness, and sadness (Widen, 2013; Widen & Russell, 2008b). We 

hypothesized that for these later-emerging emotion categories, labels would help 3-year-olds 

more than 2-year-olds. This may be because 2-year-olds are too unfamiliar with these specific 

emotion categories, whereas 3-year-olds may have just enough familiarity with these later-

emerging categories to gain an advantage from the label support. 
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Participants 

Sixty-four 2- to 3-year-old children (32 2-year-olds, 43 female) participated in this study 

(35 White, 13 Multiple ethnicities or races, 7 Asian, 3 Black, 6 did not report). None of the 

children had participated in Study 1, and we deliberately targeted the same sample size as 

Study 1. An additional 22 children (19 2-year-olds) were excluded due to an inability to pass the 

familiarization trials (N=14) or sit through all 30 test trials (N=8). The average participant age for 

2-year-olds was 2.56 years (SD=0.29) and for 3-year-olds was 3.46 years (SD=0.31), and 

exactly half of the participants were 2-year-olds and half were 3-year-olds. Recruitment, 

compensation, IRB approval, and consent were the same as Study 1. Data collection began in-

person at local preschools but was then converted to an online format due to the onset of the 

COVID-19 pandemic, with participants located across the United States. Across both formats, 

data were collected between March 2020 and January 2021. Two of the children participated in 

the study in-person, and the remaining 62 children participated online. 

Stimuli 

 Thirty new images from the NimStim facial expression database (10 afraid, 10 disgusted, 

and 10 surprised) were used in Study 2 (Tottenham et al., 2009). The faces were selected to 

equally represent both genders. As with Study 1, the faces all included open-mouthed 

expressions, and the 30 stimuli were from 30 unique individuals. The selected photos had a 

high average identification rating in the original validation study (afraid = 85.6%, disgusted = 

97.0%, surprised = 92.5%).  

Procedure 

 Sixteen 2-year-olds and 16 3-year-olds were randomly assigned to the Label and the No 

Label conditions. The procedure for both the in-person and online formats were identical to 

Study 1 with three changes. First, the new NimStim faces depicted afraid, disgusted, and 

surprised categories. Second, three new emojis were used to represent the new emotion 
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categories. Finally, in the Labels condition, the experimenter now used the emotion terms 

“afraid”, “disgusted”, and “surprised”.  

Results 

Descriptive Statistics 

Results revealed that on average (across all ages and conditions) children made 16.09 

(out of 30 possible) correct sorting choices (SD=5.00), which was significantly above chance 

(t(63)=9.76, p<.001, d=1.21). However, as expected, performance was worse than in Study 1 

(t(126)=5.15, p<.001, d=0.91) indicating that Study 2 was more difficult for children.  

Language and Emotion Sorting 

A 2 (age) x 2 (condition) ANOVA was conducted to determine whether there were 

differences in task performance between the groups. Figure 2a depicts children’s mean number 

of correct sorting choices. There was a significant main effect of condition such that children in 

the label condition (M=17.78, SD=4.74) made more correct sorting choices than children in the 

no label condition (M=14.41, SD=4.74), F(1,60)=8.15, p=.006, 𝜂!"=0.024). However, there was 

no significant main effect of age such that sorting did not differ between the 2-year-olds 

(M=15.38, SD=3.87) and 3-year-olds (M=16.81, SD=5.89), (F(1,60) =1.48, p=.229, 𝜂!"=0.02). 

Additionally, there was no significant interaction between age and label condition (F(1,60) 

=0.72, p=.401, 𝜂!"=0.012). As with Study 1, confusion matrices are presented in the 

supplementary materials. Here, it may be interesting to note potential differences in children’s 

pattern of responding across label and no-label conditions, particularly for the 3-year-olds.  

Bayesian Analysis 

 As with Study 1, we performed follow-up Bayesian analyses investigating the effect of 

child age, condition, and their interaction on child sorting using JASP (JASP Team, 2020). 

Results for Study 2 revealed moderate evidence for the effect of condition on sorting 

(BF10=5.51). Further, results revealed anecdotal evidence for the null hypothesis for the effect 
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of age (BF10= 0.44) and for the age by condition interaction (BF10= 0.54), suggesting that the 

null results above should again be interpreted with caution. 

Post Test Trials 

As with Study 1, we examined the number of correct verbal responses on the post-test 

trials based on children’s study condition. Figure 2b shows children’s mean number of correct 

responses in this free labeling task. Synonyms such as “scared” for afraid and “yucky” for 

disgust were coded as correct. Seven children refused to provide verbal responses at post-test 

(two in the label and five in the neutral condition). Results from the remaining 57 children 

revealed that there was a significant difference in post-test performance (t(55) =4.37, p<.001), 

with better performance in the Label (M=1.40, SD=1.10) than No Label (M=0.37, SD=0.55) 

condition. Children in general had a harder time labeling disgusted, surprised, and afraid faces 

at post-test relative to the emotions in Study 1, but children in the Label condition were aided by 

the presence of these labels throughout the task. However, it is interesting to note that even the 

children in the Label condition, who had been presented with these exact labels along with the 

emojis 10 times each throughout the task immediately prior, still answered fewer than half of the 

post-test questions correctly on average. Despite children in Study 2 not readily providing 

accurate labels at post-test, the presence of labels throughout the task still significantly 

improved children’s sorting performance relative to the no label condition. 

Language and Emotion Sorting: Across Studies 

 To compare across studies 1 and 2, a 2 (age) x 2 (condition) x 2 (study) ANOVA was 

conducted. There was a significant main effect of age such that 3-year-old children (M=20.97, 

SD=6.69) made more correct sorting choices than 2-year-old children (M=16.83, SD=6.20) 

regardless of study or condition (F(1,120) =17.60, p<.001, 𝜂!"=0.128). There was also a 

significant main effect of condition such that children in the label condition (M=20.13, SD=6.24) 

made more correct sorting choices overall than children in the neutral condition (M=17.67, 
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SD=7.06) regardless of study or age (F(1,120) =6.18, p=.014, 𝜂!"=0.049). There was a third 

main effect of study such that children in study 1 (M=21.70, SD=7.14) made more correct 

sorting choices than children in study 2 (M=16.09, SD=5.00) regardless of age or condition 

(F(1,120) =32.30, p<.001, 𝜂!"=0.212). 

 In addition, there was one significant interaction between age and study (F(1,120) =7.50, 

p=.007, 𝜂!"=0.059). This interaction shows that 3-year-old children made more correct sorting 

choices in study 1 (M=25.13, SD=4.52) than in study 2 (M=16.81, SD=5.89) regardless of 

condition (t(62)=6.33, p<.001). However, 2-year-olds were not significantly different in their 

sorting choices between study 1 (M=18.28, SD=7.67) and study 2 (M=15.38, SD=3.87) (t(62) 

=1.91, p=.060). There was no significant interaction between condition and age (F(1,120) =.006, 

p=.937, 𝜂!"<.001), between condition and study (F(1,120) =.872, p=.352, 𝜂!"=.007), nor was 

there a three way interaction between age, condition, and study (F(1,120)=1.19, p=.277, 

𝜂!"=.010). These results suggest that while there are significant differences between studies 

overall, the pattern of the results was not necessarily significantly different between Study 1 and 

2, as would be indicated by a three-way interaction. 

 General Discussion 

 Across two studies, we examined whether emotion labels affected 2- and 3-year-old 

children’s emotion sorting choices. In Study 1 we found no effect of labels for the emotions 

happy, sad, and angry, but did find differences between 2- and 3-year-olds’ performance. In 

Study 2, we found that hearing the emotion label affected sorting performance for the emotions 

disgusted, surprised, and afraid, and this was mirrored in the free labeling post-tests as well. 

This suggests that labels may play an important role in sorting emotion categories. Further, our 

Bayesian analyses confirmed moderate-extreme evidence for our significant results, suggesting 

the strength of the effects of age in Study 1 and condition in Study 2. However, our null results 

should be interpreted with caution given the results of the reported Bayesian analyses, which 
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leave open the possibility for significant effects to be revealed among larger samples. 

The present results have implications for theories of emotional development. Although 

some theories have emphasized the importance of labels for children’s developing emotion 

categorization (e.g., Barrett, 2017; Lindquist & Gendron, 2013), other theoretical perspectives 

dispute this claim. Such theories posit that the effect of labels does not extend to emotion 

categories because emotion expression and perception are heavily based in our evolutionary 

and biological history (Ekman, 1999). That is, emotions are evolutionarily based and therefore 

these labels are simply used to describe a state that we already know (Ekman, 1992). 

According to this perspective “Language and emotion are independent from each other” (Ekman 

& Cordaro, 2011) and therefore although emotion labels are used to communicate about 

emotion states, they may not be necessary for forming emotion categories. However, the results 

from the present study indicate that labels do influence how children categorize emotional 

information, and therefore support the Theory of Constructed Emotion (Barrett, 2017). Those 

who view emotion and language as independent might argue that labels only influenced 

emotion categorization because children were already familiar with these particular labels and 

emotion categories. However, the results of Study 2 demonstrated an advantage for emotion 

labels specifically when the emotion categories were less familiar. Moreover, children’s overall 

performance was significantly lower in Study 2 than in Study 1, indicating that the labels were 

particularly helpful for categorizing the more challenging, later-learned emotions. Thus, the 

present results suggest that emotion labels aid children in sorting emotion categories and 

support theoretical perspectives which emphasize the role of language in emotional 

development. 

 Why might labels have aided emotion sorting in Study 2 (i.e., disgusted, surprised, and 

afraid), but not significantly in Study 1 (i.e., happy, sad, and angry)? Previous research indicates 

that children tend to learn emotion categories and emotion words, in a particular order 

(Ridgeway, et al., 1985; Widen & Russell, 2003), such that children typically produce the words 
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happy, sad, and angry before disgust, surprise, or fear. Both the 2- and 3-year-olds likely 

already had familiarity with the emotion categories happy, sad, and angry. However, the 

emotion categories disgust, surprise, and fear, were likely less familiar, as they tend to be later 

learned. One possibility is that any benefit of labels for emotion categorization may be more 

pronounced for emotion categories that children are still in the process of learning compared to 

categories they have already learned. This is because we used real emotion labels, and 

children may draw from both their prior experience with and understanding of this label along 

with the information in the task itself when determining how to categorize the faces. If this is the 

case, we may expect that labels would help children to sort happy, sad, and angry at ages 

younger than 2, when these categories are less familiar. Future research may wish to examine 

this possibility. In addition, future research may wish to examine if and how these results 

generalize to participants outside the US and in particular to languages other than English as 

languages present variation in emotional categories and labels. Thus, cross-linguistic 

differences may provide a way to examine how the ages at which children learn certain emotion 

categories relates to the influence of emotion labels.  

 Learning about emotions involves integrating many levels of verbal, perceptual, and 

conceptual meaning. Before children have mastered all the complexity involved in 

understanding emotion, labels may influence emotion understanding. That is, children may 

develop some mastery of emotion words, before they fully understand the deeper meanings of 

those words. For example, although children may learn an emotion word early in development 

(e.g., “anger”), children do not develop an adult-like understanding of the emotion (e.g., 

differentiating between images of “disgust” and “anger” and understanding the situations that 

may fit with those emotions) until much later (Widen, 2013). However, these partial 

understandings may contribute to children’s learning. Emotion labels may organize attention in 

the same way as other category labels (Hoemann et al., 2019; Shablack et al., 2020). One 

possibility is that the labels helped children to link the emojis to their prior knowledge about 
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emotions – drawing attention to the features of the emojis that characterize a particular emotion. 

There is evidence for this from other domains which demonstrate that labels draw attention to 

shared commonalties (Gentner & Markman, 1995; Waxman & Markow, 1995) aid in category 

discrimination (Lupyan, et al., 2007) and increase the perceived similarity between items that 

share a label (Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004). Thus, hearing and learning emotion labels is likely one 

step among many in a developmental cascade toward more fully understanding category 

concepts (e.g., Oakes & Rakison, 2019).  

It is important to note that the present study included images of exaggerated, posed, 

stereotypical facial configurations, and thus may have differed from the rich contexts in which 

children perceive emotions in their everyday lives. We deliberately selected these images 

because a Basic Emotions perspective (Ekman, 1992) would hold that these emotion categories 

should not rely on language for emotion perception or sorting. However, emerging evidence 

suggests that emotion categories are highly variable, and that these stereotypical images are 

likely not representative of how emotions appear in day-to-day life (Barrett et al., 2019). Thus, 

further research is needed to examine how young children perceive and categorize more 

variable emotional stimuli (Ruba & Pollak, 2020), including how language relates to such 

perception and categorization.  

One limitation of the study is that a relatively high number of 2-year-olds were excluded 

from both studies for failing the familiarization trials (N=14 per study). Although some participant 

data loss with young children is expected due to difficulty following instructions or engaging with 

the task, it is important to note that the present results from the 2-year-olds in particular may 

only generalize to those who are good at completing categorization tasks. It is also worth noting 

that our sample size was sufficiently powered to detect medium-large interaction effects. Thus, 

future studies may wish to determine whether smaller interaction effects may be detectable with 

larger sample sizes. Future studies may also want to randomly assign children to the earlier or 

later-learned emotion conditions. Children in this study were not randomly assigned to 
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participate in Study 1 (earlier-learned) or Study 2 (later-learned), so the cross-study analyses 

should be taken lightly, as random assignment to each study would be necessary to draw strong 

conclusions when comparing the two studies. Finally, it is worth bearing in mind that children 

here were tasked with sorting adult faces which had been previously normed by adult raters 

(Tottenham et al., 2009). Although this is common for research with children and infants (e.g., 

Kammermeier & Paulus, 2021; Lee et al., 2017), future research addressing the role of 

language in children’s categorization of other children’s faces (e.g., LoBue et al., 2017) would 

be of great value.  

Lastly, a previous study with 2- to 7-year-old children (Study 1 of Russell & Widen, 

2002), examined whether faces, labels, or the combination of faces and labels was most 

beneficial for helping children to determine if a face belonged in a “happy” or “angry” category. 

These researchers found that presenting children with emotion labels in conjunction with an 

exemplar face aided emotion categorization more than the face alone, but not more than a label 

alone across all the ages tested (including two- and three-year-olds). Russell and Widen’s 

(2002) findings are in contrast to the results of Study 1 in the present paper, which found that 

labels did not improve categorization performance in two and three-year old children. 

Interestingly, both Russell and Widen’s (2002) and the current study found that children did well 

when provided with the labels “happy” or “angry” and in the non-label condition when provided 

with “happy.” However, children in the non-label condition performed considerably worse when 

queried on “angry” in the Russell and Widen (2002) study than they did in the current study. 

There were several methodological differences between the studies that may have affected the 

results. Children in the Russell and Widen (2002) study had to decide whether a face belonged 

in a single target category or should be left out of the category (e.g., “this box was for people 

who ‘feel like this [face with angry expression] and only people who feel like this can go into the 

box. Does this person [pointing] feel the same as that one [pointing]?’). But more importantly, 

the distracters in the Russell and Widen (2002) study included a number of negative affect faces 
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that children frequently placed in the angry box, including disgust and fear. This lends support to 

the idea that labels may be more beneficial for helping children to discriminate between some of 

the later learned emotions, such as those in Study 2 of the current work. Taken together, the 

present results diverge from the findings of Russell and Widen (2002) regarding the role of 

labels for children’s sorting of happy and angry emotion categories specifically but converge on 

the general conclusion that emotion words help children to sort later-learned emotion categories 

in a manner similar to categorizing other abstract content. 

In sum, the current studies specifically examined whether labels influenced children’s 

decisions regarding which emotion category, among multiple, a face belonged to. The current 

studies also looked at six different emotions to test the difference between earlier and later 

learned emotions, which is important for more comprehensively determining the role of 

language in emotion categorization as children develop and their understanding of emotions 

becomes more mature. Labels are helpful with this process of discriminating between 

categories to learn new words in other domains (Lupyan, et al., 2007), and the current studies 

show the same result for emotion categories, as labels were helpful for children’s categorization 

of later learned emotions, but not earlier learned emotions. Taken together, the present studies 

offer unique insight into the role of language in emotion categorization. To conclude, the present 

studies suggest that labels may help children to form emotion categories beginning in infancy 

and through early childhood. In fact, at the end of our studies children in both conditions verbally 

identified the emotions in Study 1 with high accuracy but were substantially less accurate in 

Study 2. This may suggest that, early in development, labels help infants to form the earliest-

learned emotion categories (e.g., happy, sad, angry), and that later in development labels 

continue to be helpful for learning more challenging or nuanced emotion categories (e.g., 

disgust, shame, annoyance). Addressing this potential developmental trend more directly will be 

important for future research. Altogether, the results of the present study provide additional 

support for theoretical perspectives that suggest the importance of labels for early childhood 
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emotion categorization. 
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Figure 1 

Bar plots depicting (Panel A) the average correct choices in sorting emotion faces and (Panel B) 

the average correct choices in the post-test in each experimental condition, separated by age 

group. 

 

Note. These data are from Study 1, and error bars indicate standard error. 
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Figure 2. 

Bar plot depicting (Panel A) the average correct choices in sorting emotion faces and (Panel B) 

the average correct choices in the post-test in each experimental condition, separated by age 

group. 

 

Note. These data are from Study 2, and error bars indicate standard error. 

 


